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Spooky Archaeology
Lost Continents
Reveals the Pacific Ur-culture that seeded the ancient civilizations of China, Egypt,
India, Mexico, and Peru • Shows how the Pan diaspora explains the similarities
between Gobekli Tepe and Toltec carvings and stone towers in Japan and on Easter
Island • Reveals the mother tongue of Pan hidden in shared word roots in vastly
different languages, including Quechua, Sanskrit, Japanese, Greek, and Sumerian •
Explains the red-haired Caucasian mummies of China, the Ainu of Japan, the
presence of “white” humans in early Native American legend, and other lightskinned peoples found in Southeast Asia and the Middle East The destruction of the
vast continent of Pan--also known as Lemuria or Mu--in the Pacific Ocean 24,000
years ago was the greatest catastrophe that ever befell humanity. Yet it resulted in
a prehistoric Golden Age of arts and technology thanks to the Sons of Noah, who,
forewarned and prepared for the disaster, escaped in 5 organized fleets. Theirs
was the masterful Ur-culture that seeded China, Egypt, India, Mexico, and Peru,
explaining the sudden injection of the same advanced knowledge and
sophisticated arts into those widely separated lands. Examining the diaspora from
the sunken continent of Pan, Susan B. Martinez finds traces of the oceanic Pan
civilization in arts and technologies from canal-works, masonry, and agriculture to
writing, weaving, and pottery, but most importantly in the art of navigation, the
hallmark of the survivors of the catastrophe. Using archaeo-linguistic analysis, she
reveals the mother tongue of Pan hidden in strikingly similar words for royalty,
deities, and important places in vastly different languages, including Quechua,
Maori, Sanskrit, Japanese, Chinese, Greek, and Sumerian, as well as English
through the prefix “pan” which denotes “all-encompassing.” The author reveals
how the Pan diaspora explains the mound builders on each continent, the presence
of “white” humans in Native American legend, the red-haired mummies found in
China, and the Ainu of Japan. She shares recent genetic studies that reveal
Polynesian DNA in central Europeans, Mesopotamians, South Americans, and the
9000-year-old Kennewick man and shows how Pan provides the missing link. She
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reveals why carvings at Gobekli Tepe are similar to Toltec artistry, why stone
towers in Japan and Easter Island are identical, and how the Pacific Ring of Fire was
activated. Moving the Garden of Eden from the Fertile Crescent to the South Seas,
Martinez strikes down the pervasive view of Atlantis as the source of ancient
knowledge and exposes the original unity of mankind on the ancient Pacific
continent of Pan.

Spirits of the Sacred Mountains
Popular Lost Cities author David Hatcher Childress takes to the road again in
search of lost cities and ancient mysteries. This time he is off to the American
Southwest, traversing the region’s deserts, mountains and forests investigating
archeological mysteries and the unexplained. Join David as he starts in northern
Mexico and searches for the lost mines of the Aztecs. He continues north to west
Texas, delving into the mysteries of Big Bend, including mysterious Phoenician
tablets discovered there and the strange lights of Marfa. He continues northward
into New Mexico where he stumbles upon a hollow mountain with a billion dollars
of gold bars hidden deep inside it! In Arizona he investigates tales of Egyptian
catacombs in the Grand Canyon, cruises along the Devil’s Highway, and tackles the
century-old mystery of the Superstition Mountains and the Lost Dutchman mine. In
Nevada and California Childress checks out the rumors of mummified giants and
weird tunnels in Death Valley, plus he searches the Mohave Desert for the
mysterious remains of ancient dwellers alongside lakes that supposedly dried up
tens of thousands of years ago. It’s a full-tilt blast down the back roads of the
Southwest in search of the weird and wondrous mysteries of the past!

The Story Of Atlantis
Lemuria
A beautiful hardback edition of the classic Discworld novel 'Anything you do in the
past changes the future. The tiniest little actions have huge consequences. You
might tread on an ant now and it might entirely prevent someone from being born
in the future.' There's nothing like the issue of evolution to get under the skin of
academics. Even if their field of expertise is magic rather than biology. With the
best and most interfering minds of Unseen University somehow left in charge at a
critical evolutionary turning point, the Discworld's last continent needs a saviour
Who is this hero striding across the red desert? Sheep shearer, beer drinker, bush
ranger, and someone who'll even eat a Meat Pie Floater when he's sober. In fact,
it's Rincewind, a wizard so inept he can't even spell wizard. He's the only hero left.
Stillno worries, eh?

The Velikovsky Heresies
DIVLeading authority examines facts and fancies behind the Atlantis theme in
history, science, and literature. Sources include Plato, Thomas More, K. T. Frost,
and many other citations, both famous and lesser-known. Related legends are also
recounted and refuted, and reports document attempts to prove the continent's
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existence, including accounts of actual expeditions. /div

Atlantis & Lemuria
Traces the history of mapmaking while offering insight into the role of cartography
in human civilization and sharing anecdotes about the cultural arenas frequented
by map enthusiasts.

Corto Maltese: Mu: the Lost Continent
Recovered information from the lost continent of Mu.

Reluctant Medium
Lost Tribes & Sunken Continents
A re-issue of the 1926 classic by James Churchward, The Lost Continent of Mu:
Motherland of Men supplemented with fresh research and new material by the
author's great-grandson. In the 1920s, James Churchward wrote a series of
groundbreaking books about the lost continent of Lemuria which he called the land
of Mu. The basic premises are these: • The Garden of Eden was not in Asia, but on
a sunken continent in the Pacific Ocean. • The Biblical story of creation came not
from the peoples of the Nile, but from this now submerged continent of Mu—the
Motherland of Men. • Mu was an advanced civilization of 64 million inhabitants…
He obtained the information by living with monks and translating unknown
manuscripts. Over the years, his books have come to be considered occult classics.
Now his great-grandson, Jack Churchward, has resurrected this valuable work and
added his own research. Included: · The Lost Continent · The Land of Man’s Advent
on Earth · Egyptian Sacred Volume, Book of the Dead · Symbols of Mu · North
American’s Place Among the Ancient Civilizations · The Geological History of Mu ·
Ancient Religious Conceptions · Ancient Sacred Mysteries, Rites and Ceremonies

Encyclopedia of Hoaxes
Cosmic Forces As They Were Taught in Mu
A compelling new portrait of the lost realm of Lemuria, the original motherland of
humanity • Contains the most extensive and up-to-date archaeological research on
Lemuria • Reveals a lost, ancient technology in some respects more advanced
than modern science • Provides evidence that the perennial philosophies have
their origin in Lemurian culture Before the Indonesian tsunami or Hurricane
Katrina’s destruction of New Orleans, there was the destruction of Lemuria. Oral
tradition in Polynesia recounts the story of a splendid kingdom that was carried to
the bottom of the sea by a mighty “warrior wave”--a tsunami. This lost realm has
been cited in numerous other indigenous traditions, spanning the globe from
Australia to Asia to the coasts of both South and North America. It was known as
Lemuria or Mu, a vast realm of islands and archipelagoes that once sprawled
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across the Pacific Ocean. Relying on 10 years of research and extensive travel,
Frank Joseph offers a compelling picture of this motherland of humanity, which he
suggests was the original Garden of Eden. Using recent deep-sea archaeological
finds, enigmatic glyphs and symbols, and ancient records shared by cultures
divided by great distances that document the story of this sunken world, Joseph
painstakingly re-creates a picture of this civilization in which people lived in rare
harmony and possessed a sophisticated technology that allowed them to harness
the weather, defy gravity, and conduct genetic investigations far beyond what is
possible today. When disaster struck Lemuria, the survivors made their way to
other parts of the world, incorporating their scientific and mystical skills into the
existing cultures of Asia, Polynesia, and the Americas. Totem poles of the Pacific
Northwest, architecture in China, the colossal stone statues on Easter Island, and
even the perennial philosophies all reveal their kinship to this now-vanished
civilization.

The Children of Mu
In this final entry of Hugo Pratt's epic series, the master graphic novelist returns to
the theme he first explored in the initial episode--the search for the lost continent
of Mu, the mythical Atlantis. A premonition hovers over the entire dreamlike story,
as if fate had decided in advance that this would be Corto Maltese's last adventure.
The feeling is underscored by the return of most of the major characters seen
throughout the long-running saga, like actors giving their final curtain call: Gold
Mouth, Morgana, Tristan Bantam, Levi Colombia, Professor Steiner, "the Monk,"
Cain Groovesnore, Soledad, and (of course) Rasputineach with their own reason to
find the mythical realm. Thus, the circle closes. This EuroComics edition features
new translations from Pratt's original Italian scripts by Dean Mullaney, the Eisner
and Harvey Award-winning editor of the Library of American Comics, and Simone
Castaldi, Associate Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures at Hofstra,
and the author of Drawn and Dangerous: Italian Comics of the 1970s and 1980s
(University Press of Mississippi).

Maphead
The shaman told Rachel: "Allow the power to flow through you. Don't try to capture
it. You wish only to borrow it."All Rachel Blackstone wants is to talk with her father;
solve the mystery of how he died. Using a Native American ceremony given to her
by a shaman, she summons him in this paranormal mystery. Instead, a soul intent
on revenge slips through and threatens people she loves. Now the Santa Fe, New
Mexico reporter must follow the evil spirit, uncover its purpose and send it back.
The shape-shifter has horrific powers. Rachel is tormented by what she has
unleashed. There's more. She's seeing dead people; which frankly give her the
creeps. Some are helpful; others lead her away from the truth. One spirit, a lone
wolf, seems to have an uncertain allegiance. What she, and friend Chloe-both
fledgling women sleuths-uncover is an earthly scam involving both the quick and
the dead. Rachel must play a dangerous game of fantasy treasure hunt to stop the
ruthless ghost. To survive, she must discover her own psychic powers during a
climatic supernatural storm of earth, wind and fire. In this thriller, to fail is to die.
Debut Novel: the Rachel Blackstone Paranormal Mystery Series. From awardwinning writer G G Collins. For more information, check out the book blog: http:
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//reluctantmediumatlarge.wordpress.com Book 2: "Lemurian Medium" at http:
//amzn.to/1pr7WrZ Book3: "Atomic Medium" at http: //amzn.to/1SWkjde

The Lost Continent of Mu
Exploring an overlooked era of Italian history roiled by domestic terrorism, political
assassination, and student protests, this book shines a new light on what was a
dark decade, but an unexpectedly prolific and innovative period among artists of
comics intended for adults. Blurring the lines between high art and popular
consumption, artists of the Italian comics scene went beyond passively
documenting history and began actively shaping it through the creation of fictional
worlds where history, cultural data, and pop-realism interacted freely.

The Last Continent
According to Churchward, the lost Pacific continent of Mu "extended from
somewhere north of Hawaii to the south as far as the Fijis and Easter Island." He
claimed Mu was the site of the Garden of Eden and the home of 64,000,000
inhabitants known as the Naacals. Its civilization, which flourished 50,000 years
before Churchward's day, was technologically more advanced than his own, and
the ancient civilizations of India, Babylon, Persia, Egypt and the Mayas were merely
the decayed remnants of its colonies. In this, his second book, first published in
1931, Churchward tells the story of the colonial expansion of Mu and the influence
of the highly developed Mu culture on the rest of the world. Her first colonies were
in North America and the Orient, while other colonies had been started in India,
Egypt and Yucatan. Churchward claimed to have gained his knowledge from
fragments of text written by the Naacals in a dead language taught to him by an
Indian priest. Chapters include: The Origin of Man; The Eastern Lines; Ancient
North America; Stone tablets from the Valley of Mexico; South America; Atlantis;
Western Europe; The Greeks; Egypt; The Western Lines; India; Southern India; The
Great Uighur Empire; Babylonia; Intimate Hours with the Rishi; more. A fascinating
book on the diffusion of mankind around the world--originating in a now lost
continent in the Pacific! Tons of illustrations!

Cosmic Forces of Mu
Sixty thousand years ago, Earth had two more continents than it does today, each
larger than what we now know as Australia. Why are they no longer there? One of
these additional continents, Atlantis, was located in the Atlantic Ocean between
North America and Africa. The other, Lemuria, was located in the Pacific Ocean. In
this book, you’ll learn all about these huge continents and the great civilizations
who called them home. What did they look like? What was daily life like for them?
What happened to them? Tom asks these intriguing questions and many more. The
answers revealed on the pages within dig into the mysteries surrounding the
continents of Atlantis and Lemuria and their eventual destructions.

America is the True Old World
This is a new release of the original 1934 edition.
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The Lost Continent of Pan
A reexamination of Immanuel Velikovsky’s controversial Venus theories in light of
new astronomical and archaeological findings • Provides new evidence from recent
space probe missions to support Velikovsky’s theories on the formation of Venus •
Presents recently translated ancient texts from China, Korea, and Japan that
uphold the cometlike descriptions of Venus cited by Velikovsky • Examines
evidence of major geomagnetic events in 1500 BCE and 750 BCE that correspond
with close passes of the comet Venus and its impact with Mars • Offers scientific
explanations for many disputed aspects of Velikovsky’s theories, such as how
Venus could have transformed from a comet into an orbiting planet Surrounded by
controversy even before its publication in 1950, Immanuel Velikovsky’s Worlds in
Collision introduced the provocative theory that Venus began as a brilliant comet
ejected by Jupiter around 1600 BCE, wreaking chaos on Mars and Earth as it
roamed through our solar system prior to settling into its current orbit.
Immediately dismissed without any investigation and subject to vicious attacks,
Velikovsky’s theory is now poised for reexamination in light of recent astronomical
and archaeological findings. Exploring the key points of Velikovsky’s theories, Laird
Scranton presents evidence from recent space probe missions to show that Venus
still exhibits cometlike properties, such as its atmospheric composition, and could
be a young planet. Reviewing the widespread cometlike descriptions of Venus from
1500 BCE to 750 BCE as well as Velikovsky’s observation that no records of Venus
exist prior to 1600 BCE, Scranton reveals recently translated ancient texts from
China, Korea, and Japan that further uphold Velikovsky’s theories. Examining
evidence of major geomagnetic and climate-change events around 1500 BCE and
750 BCE, corresponding with close passes of the comet Venus and its impact with
Mars, the author offers scientific explanations for many disputed aspects of
Velikovsky’s theories, such as how Venus transformed from a comet into an
orbiting planet. By updating this unresolved controversy with new scientific
evidence, Scranton helps us to understand how it was that Worlds in Collision was
the one book found open on Albert Einstein’s desk at the time of his death.

The Lost Continent of Mu
This classic book on the theory of a lost continent in the Pacific imparts the
fascinating travel stories and theories of James Churchward.

Book Of Earths
The Lost Civilization of Lemuria
The book, "America is the True Old World," is destined to rewrite the history books,
because this book demonstrates that the Americas is the Far East, the land of the
Bible, and the oldest landmass. This Book discusses the discovery of Mu, Atlantis
found, Hyperborea, Ancient India, and Ancient Sumer.

Forgotten Worlds
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Contributes to American Indian ethnography by combining traditional creation
stories of American Indian tribes with human origin theories from Darwin to Leaky
to establish an Indian point of view toward creation

Drawn and Dangerous
Occultist James Churchward was obsessed with the lost continent of Mu, home to
the original human civilization, after learning of this mysterious and forgotten
paradise from an Indian priest, who shared several ancient tablets written by the
Naacals, the inhabitants of Mu. Or so Churchward claimed.Here, in this work first
published in 1933, Churchward discusses his contention that all religions from
across Earth share a common origin in Mu. In particular, he explores how symbols
of Mu-gleaned, supposedly, from the ancient tablets-bear startling resemblances to
everything from the Egyptian ankh and Chinese pictograms to Native American
calendar glyphs.The reality of Mu aside, students of comparative mythology and
fans of esoterica will find this a fascinating book.British inventor, engineer, and
author COLONEL JAMES CHURCHWARD (1851-1936), the elder brother of mystic
author Albert Churchward, also wrote The Lost Continent of Mu Motherland of Man
(1926), The Children of Mu (1931), The Lost Continent of Mu (1931), Cosmic Forces
of Mu (1934), and Second Book of Cosmic Forces of Mu (1935).

The Time Travel Handbook
"Zeus and his son Apollo are reigning in the New World Order! How are Obama and
the Pope involved? This book will shake the foundations of your belief system. The
NWO is tearing down sovereign nations and establishing a universal governing
council right before our very eyes. Will the Enkiites thwart Enlil's NWO?--P. [4] of
cover.

The Lost Lands
AT THE time of my parting with the Rishi, after seven years of study under him,
and when I thought I knew it all, he, placing his hand on my shoulder said: ‘Go
forth, my son, into nature’s schoolhouse and learn, for at present you know nothing
except how to learn. Every old rock with its wrinkled and gnarled fact is speaking a
tale of the past if you will but listen, e very leaf on tree or bush and every flower
and blade of grass growing out of the ground, has a whisper for listening ears.
Nature is the great schoolhouse of knowledge, from which man is taught. Nature is
God speaking.’ In my previous books I endeavored to show the high state attained
by the Earth’s First Civilization, the state they had arrived at after 200,000 years of
study and experience: and, how man then learnt his lessons from nature, a study
which brought him into a closer touch with his Heavenly Father. I showed that his
sciences were mere copies of nature. Even his geometry and geometrical figures
were taken from flowers. He carried these flower symbols into his art so that,
today, we find his ancient statuary and structures based on regular, progressive,
geometrical lines. The same geometrical figures were used in explaining and
teaching religion. In this work I have tried to show the ancient sciences in their
grander and more sublime form, taking a step nearer to the Creator himself. Yet
told in childlike simplicity, as was the custom of the ancients, unencumbered with
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technology and hard words to understand.—James Churchward

Telos
Thousands of books have already been written on Atlantis since its reality was first
disclosed by the great philosopher Plato, some two and a half millennia ago.
Hence, one may well wonder whether a new book on the subject is really needed.
Can anything new actually be said about Atlantis? The answer is a most categorical
yes. After all, the riddle of Atlantis has never been satisfactorily solved so far.The
present book is an attempt by a reputed scientist, to scientifically compare and
refute ? perhaps for the first time ever ? the various existing theories on Atlantis?
location and reality. The author also expounds his own theory which definitively
locates Atlantis in Indonesia. In his research, Prof. Santos marries the most recent
results and techniques of Modern Science to the sacred and folk lore of all the
peoples of the world, knitting humanity together in a solution to the riddle of
Atlantis that neatly ties together the vast scientific and traditional evidence which
was always there but never before seen by other researchers.The reader, whether
a scientist with an open mind or a lay person, is led to conclude that Plato could
well have been telling the truth, after all, since the information provided by the
great philosopher is so uncannily confirmed by the recent scientific finds of all
sorts.

The Lost Land of Lemuria
An examination of the mythological, historical, and archaeological evidence for lost
civilizations throughout the world • Explores unexplained mysteries such as the
Caucasian mummies of China, the pyramids of Caral in Peru, and the genetically
unique X-woman of Siberia • Examines evidence of lost, ancient civilizations in
Asia, Europe, and the Americas, including extensive investigation into Atlantis •
Shows that Siberia and the Amazon may have been cradles of humanity before
Africa Over and over again, mainstream views of early history--which state that the
first civilizations arose around 3500 BCE--are plagued by evidence of much older
civilizations, evidence ranging from artifacts and inexplicable remains to pyramids
and ubiquitous myths that clearly speak of great empires prior to the rise of the
Sumerian city states and pharaonic Egypt. Viewing Atlantis and its many related
myths as a metaphor for a long-lost global civilization, Patrick Chouinard explores
the mythological, cultural, religious, and archaelogical evidence for many forgotten
civilizations in Europe, Asia, and the Americas. He addresses unexplained
mysteries from around the world, such as Caucasian mummies found in China, the
pyramids of Caral in Peru, the “hobbit” remains on Flores Island, the giant heads of
Easter Island, the lost legacy of Lemuria, the ideology and occult mysticism behind
Nazi theory, and the genetically unique X-woman of Siberia. He also examines
evidence of ancient alien visits and other supernatural phenomena in the distant
past. Using recent archaeological findings, he shows that Siberia and the Amazon
may have been cradles of humanity millennia before Africa. Sounding the call to
continue searching ancient, remote, and formerly forbidden regions for lost
cultures and genetic root races, Chouinard offers a new chronology for the
emergence of human life and civilization as well as a new mechanism for how and
why societies and species change over time. By finding lost peoples and their
forgotten worlds, we can truly begin to understand the human race and learn from
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its long history.

Queen Móo and the Egyptian Sphinx
Lost City, Found Pyramid
Lost City, Found Pyramid: Understanding Alternative Archaeologies and
Pseudoscientific Practices explores the phenomenon of pseudoarchaeology in
popular culture and the ways that professional archaeologists can respond to
sensationalized depictions of archaeology and archaeologists.

Atlantis
Join Lucy Cavendish on a wondrous soul pilgrimage, travelling through time and
space to the planet's most mysterious and powerful lands. Features include
amazing new discoveries on the associations between dolphins, whales, mermaids,
elementals, and ascended masters; Lost Land sacred sites, ley lines, and energy
vortexes; stunning new insights into our own galactic origins; and in-depth quizzes
on determining which land resonates with you. With its clear guidance and
fascinating lessons on connecting with the unique energy and powerful beings of
each realm, The Lost Lands is both an inspiring, otherworldly adventure and a
magickal handbook for every evolutionary soul in these times of profound change.

LOST CITIES & ANCIENT MYSTERIES OF THE SOUTHWEST
"My purpose was to comply with the desires of the publishers in preparing and
presenting an easily readable, enjoyable, and fascinating account of the lost
Continent of Lemuria, with all of its past history, effects upon the races of man, and
ancient, human incidents of life.() I hope, therefore, that this book will make the
subject more popular and arouse further interest in the investigation of the
hundreds of available sources of information still untouched by those who have
spent their lifetime seeking for positive facts. With this hope and with the further
desire that what I have written may contribute to a better understanding of the
development of the human individual in all of his physical, mental, spiritual, and socalled psychic qualities, I offer this work." W.S.C

The Sacred Symbols of Mu
There is not much in mythology that has drawn so much interest than the lost
continent of Atlantis. In this book the author, W. Scott-Elliot, tries to provide a
geographical, historical and ethnological sketch of all that was and might have
been. He even includes essays on the Lemurian race, their language and life. This
is a treasure chest for anybody interested in Atlantis.

The Stone Tablets of Mu
Oahspe, a New Bible in the Words of Jehovih and His Angel
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Embassadors
Outside of scientific journals, archaeologists are depicted as searching for lost
cities and mystical artifacts in news reports, television, video games, and movies
like Indiana Jones or The Mummy. This fantastical image has little to do with day-today science, yet it is deeply connected to why people are fascinated by the ancient
past. By exploring the development of archaeology, this book helps us understand
what archaeology is and why it matters. In Spooky Archaeology author Jeb J. Card
follows a trail of clues left by adventurers and professional archaeologists that
guides the reader through haunted museums, mysterious hieroglyphic inscriptions,
fragments of a lost continent that never existed, and deep into an investigation of
magic and murder. Card unveils how and why archaeology continues to mystify
and why there is an ongoing fascination with exotic artifacts and eerie practices.

Lifting the Veil on the Lost Continent of Mu, the Motherland of
Men
Discusses the theories of time travel and teleportation and examines actual
experiments, the claims of time-traveling individuals, and patents for time travel
and teleportation devices

Atlantis
Mu was an immense continent covering nearly one-half of the Pacific Ocean. When
she sank during volcanic destruction, fifty million square miles of water claimed
her place. This vast continent and culture was the center of civilization some
25,000 years ago. This is the story of Churchward's search for the lost continent,
from the vaults of an Indian temple to the four corners of the world.

A Dweller on Two Planets
Annotation This is a fascinating study of Lemuria--a mythical continent which was
once believed to bridge the land masses of India and Africa millennia ago before
ultimately sinking into the Indian sea. Like the lost city of Atlantis, many
people--from Theosophists to Tamil nationalists--have considered Lemuria their
"lost cradle of civilization."

The Anunnaki of Nibiru
The Lost Continent of Mu
Includes alphabetically arranged entries under twenty-seven topics, such as
anthropology, sports, and games, and offers a section on the sociology and
psychology of hoaxes
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